Introduction
A positive integer n is called to be square-full, if pin implies that p2 in , here p denotes prime numbers. Let Q(x) be the number of square-full numbers not ex- The best unconditional upper bound estimate is given in [6] , that is,
A(x) = O(x 1/6 exp(-A(log x)3/5 (log log x)-1/5),
where A is a positive number. The above estimate cannot be improved unconditional due to our current knowledge concerning the zero-free region of the zeta-function. Assuming the Riemann hypothesis, richer information for A (x) has been given in [6] , in which it was shown that
here go is a number such that
What is the most optimal value of ~ one can expect? It is known that (cf. 
Reduction
Taking an idea from Montgomery Vaughan [4] , we first give a reduction of our problem. Throughout the arguments we assume the Riemann hypothesis for the zeta-function. Proof. Let Y1 =xY -6, it is obvious that
Q(x): E it(m):E+E-E,
From (1) 
SI(M) = O((x14M23)l/l~ S2(M) --O((xTM13)l/55x~).
From 
LI(M,N)= E #(m)e(hxl/2m-an-3/2), (m,n)CD L2(M,N)= E #(m)e(hxX/3m-2n-2/3)'
(~,n)~D
D= {(m,n) [m~ M,n~ N, m6n 5 < x,m < Y}.
To estimate L~(M, N) we appeal to the next lemmas. and we(Y, P) being defined similarly. where t is a real number (independent of m and n). By Lemma 4 we derive that
here A1 is the number of lattice points (m, ml) such that 
By an argument analogous to that of (2) and (3), we can get in view of the facts that M > x ~176 and M6NS<_ x (which also imply that M_> N and N<_xl/11). Our theorem follows from the above estimates in view of (4) and (5). Remark 1. Clearly the limit value of the exponent can be expected from Lemma i to be 1/7+e=0.14285 ...+e, while 9/58=0.15517 .... Remark 2. It is of interest whether our result can be improved by invoking the decomposition of the MSbius function, as was carried out in [4] .
